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Altheide (2013): domestic terrorism "fears" sown by police agencies; mass media conspiracy for support for surveillance. Book chapter

Beck (2002): psychology of terrorist - sense of being wronged. Group narcissism of white supremacists ... (Japan, Islam) ... self image as pure, righteous & united. Domestic Terrorism (DT): to destabilize institutions & values

Dobratz (1996). Reviews book:


Gonzalez, Frellich & Chermak (2014): homicides by far-right extremists; arsons & bombings by environmental & animal rights extremists. Women's involvement in DT.

Gruenewald (2011): homicides by far-right extremists vs. "average" homicides.


Kane & Greenhill (2007): bio-terror, 2001-2006; domestic sexual terrorism (anthrax-laced mail sent to abortion clinics)


Vetter & Perlstein (2003): Domestic Terrorism, USA - 1960s and 1970s - turbulent, extremist groups (need to determine who they are referring to), GET


Woolf (2004): Threat of DT. Christian Identity, tax protest, anti government, racialist beliefs, anti-Semitism. Failure to condemn is tacit approval. [Silence is the voice of complicity.]